IAPT PTSD TOP-UP
Training DAY 2

Oxford Centre for Anxiety Disorders and
Trauma, Department of Experimental
Psychology, University of Oxford
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Structure of workshop DAY 2
9:30

Behavioural Experiments
Site Visits
Shame

2 breaks

Humiliation/ Mental Defeat
Anger
Moral Injury

12:30 to
1:15 pm

LUNCH: 12:30 to 1:15 pm
Permanent Physical Injury

2 breaks
4:30 pm

Traumatic Bereavement
Rumination
Comorbid Depression and Anxiety Disorders
PTSD in IAPT

Please
• Keep your camera on, unless
you have broadband issues.
• Stretch when you need.
• Use the chat function to ask
questions as soon as they
pop into your mind. We’ll
answer in regular pauses
• Select speaker view for
powerpoints, but you may
want to switch to gallery view
for discussions

Please mute
your
microphones
when not
speaking!
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In case of problems on the day:
Monday:

Trinity De Simone

by email:

trinity.desimone@psy.ox.ac.uk

or phone:

07532 897879

Tuesday:
by email:

Sophie Grant
sophie.grant@psy.ox.ac.uk

or phone:

07717 527356
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Behavioural Experiments
and Site Visit

Oxford Centre for Anxiety Disorders and
Trauma, Department of Experimental
Psychology, University of Oxford
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Core Procedure: Behavioural Experiments

In therapy ‘office’ or
together over webcam

Set up for homework, possibly
with co therapist if needed

Behavioural
Experiments
to test beliefs
that maintain
PTSD

In outside world together

Or when working
remotely - patient
leaving house with
therapist on phone
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Core Procedure: Behavioural
Experiments
• Identify problematic belief & agree situation
(not exposure hierarchy)
• Specify predictions (concrete & observable) & rate 0100%
• Specify what the patient will do & safety behaviors to drop
• Conduct experiment. Remind to drop safety behaviors
(esp. remotely).
• Then versus Now to keep focus on present.
• Use evidence, not feelings!
• Discuss outcome, generalize learning & re-rate
• Reminders of outcome (e.g., photos on phone)
6
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Behavioural experiment record sheet
Situation Prediction

Experiment

Outcome

Learning

Speak
to friend
about
sexual
abuse

Tell why Im
having
treatment
and, focus
on what
happens
not
feelings,
look up not
down

She
listened!
Hugged
me! She
seemed
to care
and did
not look
disgusted
or reject
me.
Rating –
20%

Others will not all
reject me or think I
am disgusting
because of the
abuse. They may
even be caring.

She will
think I am
disgusting
& reject
me. 60%
Give
disgusted
look, make
excuse to
leave

I am not disgusting
because of what I
went through, I am
strong and good
friends will support
me.
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Experiments: Trouble shooting
•Doubts? More experiments to test them.
•If belief change not large, explore:
•Safety behaviours used? …. If so re-do
•What would be a more convincing test?
•What would need to happen believe the
alternative belief?
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Advantages of experiments in the world
outside
• Identify hidden safety behaviours
• Identify beliefs patient may struggle to verbalize in
office
• Identify hidden triggers, practice then vs now
• Stepping stone to experiments for homework
• Therapist can model experiment as a first step if
needed
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Then vs Now
• During experiments if faced with trauma reminders
• Not addressing triggers can interfere with the success of
experiments
• Particularly important for dissociation
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Video: Using risk calculation &
behavioural experiment to test overgeneralized
sense of danger
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Considerations when working
remotely
Do experiment together when can (phone, webcam)
Build relationship & loosen beliefs
Suitable environment?
More regular verbal check ins
Patient prepared to use then vs now
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Video: REMOTE EXPERIMENTS
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Using BEs to update memory
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The scanning experiment – Video
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The scanning experiment – remote delivery
• Start making a tea in kitchen
• Get lost on task for 1 minute.
1) How threatening did it seem 0-100%?
2) How anxious you feel? 0-100%

• Then shift focus onto potential dangers
in kitchen (knives, sharp edges, fire
risks etc.)
• Re-rate and discuss differences
• Relate to patient’s PTSD
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Exercise: 5 minutes
• Start making a tea in kitchen
• Get lost on task for 1 minute.
• Write down:
1) How threatening did it seem 0-100%?
2) How anxious you feel? 0-100%

• Then shift focus onto potential dangers in
kitchen (knives, sharp edges, fire risks
etc.)
• Write down:
1) How threatening did it seem 0-100%?
2) How anxious you feel? 0-100%
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Exercise: Reflections
• Look at your ratings – what do you notice?
• What did you learn from trying this exercise out yourself?
• How could you take this forward with your patients?
• Make a note of your key learning points and plan
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If inside:
v Find images/videos
online from the
site/somewhere similar

If safe to visit:
v Phone therapist from site
v Go with a family
member/co-therapist

Remote
site visits
If outside in the UK (or many other
countries):
v Google Street View

If outside, and no Street View available
v Use Google Earth to zoom in
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Notice what is different
between the site NOW and
how it was THEN (at the
time of the trauma)

“It’s daylight, the garden
is much tidier, they’ve
painted the windows
white…”

Reconstruct the trauma
‘Walk’ it through
Fill any gaps in the memory
Run it forward until a point of
safety

“I ran down St Leonards
Road, past the iron
gates…”

On a
site visit
Look for new information to address appraisals
“We were on Forfar St when
the bomb went off, there’s no
way we could have got there
in time even running full
pace…”

Take a photo or screenshot
to capture important meanings
”I can look at the photo
to remind myself he
isn’t there now. The
place has moved on
and so can I”

Further information:
OXCADAT resources website: Training video - ‘Site visits via images such as Google Streetview’
Murray, H., Merritt, C., & Grey, N. (2015). Returning to the scene of the trauma in PTSD treatment–why, how and when?. The Cognitive Behaviour
Therapist, 8
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Group Exercise: Live demo Google
street view
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Benefits of Google site visit
• In this case difficult,
quite distance from
therapy office

Google site
visit done

• Google helped update
memory in new way
• Patient then felt able
to visit site week later
with a friend
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Changing Appraisals and
unhelpful Coping –videos
on OxCADAT resources
website
Oxford Centre for Anxiety Disorders and
Trauma, Department of Experimental
Psychology, University of Oxford
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Videos on PTSD top up tab focusing
on different appraisals and emotions

https://oxcadatresources.com/ptsd-top-up/
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https://oxcadatresources.com/ptsd-training-videos/

Videos on main PTSD tab focusing on
cognitive techniques
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https://oxcadatresources.com/ptsd-training-videos/

Videos on main PTSD tab focusing on
maintaining behaviours
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Addressing Shame in CTPTSD

Oxford Centre for Anxiety Disorders and
Trauma, Department of Experimental
Psychology, University of Oxford
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Shame
Shame derives from misinterpretations about:
• Own reactions during trauma violating internal standards
e.g. losing bladder control, sexual arousal, pleading/
complying with perpetrator
• How others will perceive: the trauma, person’s reactions,
PTSD symptoms
• Own responsibility for the event (link to cognitions around
guilt)
Multiple traumas can lead to negative self-beliefs, e.g. I’m
bad, I’m defective
And/or trauma(s) can activate pre-existing longstanding
negative self-beliefs
28
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What maintains shame in
PTSD?
Trauma memories
Distorted appraisals:
e.g. I am dirty and disgusting
I am worthless now this has happened
Others would reject me if they knew
Memories not processed/ updated
Evidence against appraisals not
accessed
Compassion from others not
accessed
Shame feelings continue

Avoidance: not telling
others
Social withdrawal and
isolation
Self-criticism
Drinking alcohol
Rumination

Shame
Anxiety
low mood
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Identifying shame
• Behaviour in and out of session
• Feel “awkward, silly, exposed”
• Labels “weak, useless, inadequate”
• Look away, freeze, aggression
• Questionnaires
• Information sheet
• Trauma characteristics
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Therapy relationship
• Vehicle for cognitive change
• Type of trauma and therapist / patient characteristics
• Warm, empathic, non-judgemental
• Fears are implicitly tested out with therapist
• Early normalising important
• Strong relationship not enough – fears of “ruining” it
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Working with Shame
Therapeutic relationship
Spotting thoughts linked to shame, often linked to hotspots
Normalising and cognitive restructuring
Updating memories
Identifying generalised beliefs and maintaining factors
Behavioural experiments and further updating
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Overview of Cognitive
Techniques
ØNormalising
ØInformation from other sources, e.g., police, significant
others, statistics
ØSurveys
ØPie charts
ØEvidence for and against
ØAdvantages / disadvantages
ØBehavioural experiments
ØGuided imagery
ØPositive data-logs
ØIdentifying self-criticism à self-compassion
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Example: Joanne
Situation
Wet self while waiting for hours to
be picked up by helicopter after
car accident

Behaviours
Withdraw from friends
Don’t talk about trauma
Self-criticism

Thoughts &
meaning
I have wet myself. I should have been
able to control my bladder 80%
Iʼm weak, pathetic and disgusting 90%

Feelings
Shame
Embarrassed
Anxiety
Low mood
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Psychoeducation and pie charts
(from Updating Hot Spots - Shame)
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Surveys
• Helpful where people think others would judge them
negatively, e.g. Others will think I am weak, pathetic and
disgusting for wetting myself
• Also asking opinions on interpersonal trauma: shifting
perspective: perpetrator was wrong – what they did reflects
badly on them, not on patient
• Can be initial step towards behavioural experiment of telling
close friends/family
• Helpful for head-heart lag

36
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Surveys
• Questions or vignette
• Questions written together
• Bring in information about
perpetrators/others involved
• Add in compassionate prompting
question: what would you say to her if
she was your friend?
• Ask patient to complete survey
imagining someone else
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Surveys
• Anonymous and confidential
e.g. SurveyMonkey, google forms
• Read and collate responses
before session
• Audio/video can be more
powerful
• See www.oxcadatresources.com
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Using Surveys – example questions
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Using survey with shame based hot spot (from Updating Hot
Spots - Shame)

40
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Bringing updates into trauma memory
• Important to bring in new restructured meanings back into trauma memory in updated
reliving:
- Relive hot spots, hold them in mind and bring in new information what I now know:
e.g. I have to pee. I can’t move, I have wet myself. I should be able to control my bladder.
I’m weak and pathetic and disgusting. My trauma and rescue were very long so my
bladder was very full. My emotional centre in my brain most likely over-rode signals to
stop me from wetting myself. I couldn’t have controlled my bladder – no one could in this
situation.
e.g. When other people find out they will think this too. I know now that it is a common
reaction during trauma and people do not think badly about it or judge people or me for
having wet myself after my trauma. The survey found that no one thought I was weak or
pathetic or disgusting at all.
- How I can show myself this: look at my flashcard, look at the survey results, picture the
pie chart
- Rate distress and nowness
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Survey Exercise
Aniyah was raped by a man she had been dating for 2 months.
He had been very kind, interested in her and they had been
getting on well. Aniyah cooked dinner for him one evening at her
flat and he raped her. She had been so shocked and upset after
it happened and she did not report it. She felt very ashamed
about what had happened and felt she had “brought it on
herself”. Aniyah now feels worthless after what has happened.
She has been withdrawing from her friends and has been able
to tell anyone about what happened in case they reject her. She
worries that others would think she was dirty and “damaged
goods” if they found out.
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Exercise

•Go into break out rooms
•Create a survey based on Aniyah’s experience
•Aim to create 2-3 questions
•Afterwards put the questions in the chat
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Addressing Mental Defeat,
Enduring Degradation, Low
Self-Worth

Oxford Centre for Anxiety Disorders and
Trauma, Department of Experimental
Psychology, University of Oxford
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Mental Defeat
• Prolonged interpersonal trauma
• No longer human, object, wanted to die, give up
• Sense of defeat reactivated when trauma
memory is triggered
• May believe that humiliating statements are true
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“You deserve
this!”

I’m pathetic
for not
fighting back

“I’m no longer
human”
“I want to die” Mental defeat

I’m
unacceptable
/ worthless

I deserved it
(like he said)

Degradation
Low self-worth

Prolonged/
humiliating
traumas
…and other
people
would agree

Earlier trauma
Pre-existing low self-worth

Isolation
Withdrawal
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Overview of key interventions
Building the therapeutic relationship
Rebuilding your identity
Identifying appraisals
Normalising and cognitive preparation
Updating trauma memories
Work on generalised/earlier beliefs
Reduce maintaining cognitive/behavioural strategies
48
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The therapeutic relationship

• Control
• Safety
• Respect

49

Reclaiming your life

Rebuilding your identity/sense of self

50
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Normalising and cognitive preparation
Where possible, immediately address appraisals
For example:
ØNormalising peritraumatic responses
ØNormalising feelings and responses now as part of intrusive
memories
ØRaising awareness for own physical/ mental state at the time
ØLocating blame with the perpetrator
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Possible updating information
ØNormalising information
e.g. psychoeducation around dissociation, learned helplessness,
sexual arousal

ØContextualising
e.g. decision making to correct hindsight bias

ØIntentionality of perpetrator
e.g. purpose of torture, coercive control

ØDifferentiating situational from general meanings
e.g. I was helpless in that moment, I am not helpless now; I felt like
nothing then but I know now I am a worthwhile person

ØChallenging responsibility appraisals
e.g. responsibility pie charts (see video on guilt)

ØAnd beliefs about what others would think
e.g. via surveys (see video on shame)
52
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Self-criticism and longstanding beliefs
• Visible or subtle within the therapy room
• Pre-existing or post trauma
• What would you say to a friend in the same situation?
• How would you speak to them? (e.g. tone, warmth)
• Compassionate letter to the self
• Prejudice model
• Positive data log
• Shame as a cue for self-care
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Imagery rescripting
• Long standing shame or linked
to early memories longer to shift
• Imagery rescripting personalized
to address core meanings
• Can bring in person themselves
at current age or supportive
figures to memory (see Arntz)
• See training videos on
Degradation, Mental defeat and
Low Self-worth & Working with
Complex PTSD

54
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Working with Anger in CTPTSD

Oxford Centre for Anxiety Disorders and
Trauma, Department of Experimental
Psychology, University of Oxford
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Empathise and normalise
• Trauma is unfair: Anger is an understandable reaction
• Empathise: patient to feel heard and understood
• Distorted appraisals may be identified and addressed
• Don’t rush to challenge

56
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Identifying problems with anger
• Can be visible when discussing trauma and implications
• Therapy goals, e.g. to be less irritable with my partner, to be
less snappy with my kids
• Ask: ‘Have you been especially irritable, or have you had times
when it was hard to control your anger? E.g. Have you
shouted or have you hit someone?’
• Questionnaires
IES-R item: ‘I felt irritable and angry’ or
PCL-5 item: ‘Irritable behaviour, angry outbursts, or acting
aggressively’
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Anger
Sense of unfairness, injustice, being wronged or betrayed,
rules being broken

à About events DURING / AFTER trauma /EFFECTS

à Towards responsible person/institution or themselves

Problematic when becomes preoccupation
58
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What maintains anger in PTSD?
Trauma memories

Triggers

Distorted appraisals
1. about trauma: he did it on purpose
2. about consequences: my life is
Anger, irritability
ruined, I am useless to my family
Low mood
Memories not processed/
updated
Evidence against appraisals
not accessed

Preoccupation and
rumination
Safety behaviours, e.g. not
talking about trauma
Social withdrawal, e.g. not
spending time with kids
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Updating distorted appraisals
Amar: “He did it on purpose – he hates cyclists and drove into
me on purpose. I know this because he had a cigarette
afterwards”
• Why do you think [person responsible for trauma] did this?
• How do you think [person responsible for trauma] was feeling
and what were they thinking at the time?
• What do you think the person was intending to do?
• Are there any other explanations for their behaviour?
• Is there anything else that contributed to [outcome of the
situation]?
• If someone else had been there at the time rather than you,
what would have happened?
• What do you think the person should have done?

60
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Updating distorted appraisals (cont.)
“Police took my fingerprints like I was the criminal”
• Provide/find out information about context:
- reasons for procedures
- difficult work conditions (understaffing, lack resources,
time pressure)

• Help patients realise treatment not intended to be disrespectful
or neglectful.
• Depersonalise: if someone else, what would be different?
• Look at things from other point of view and other possible
explanations (site visit / research / surveys).
• Signpost if wrongdoing.
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Cost Benefit Analysis
Advantages and disadvantages:
• What effect does being angry have on your life?
• How much time do you spend thinking about (injustice,
perpetrator, other people)? What does it stop you from doing?
• Does the other person know you are angry? How does it
affect them? Does it punish them/ help to get justice? How?
• Who gets harmed or punished by the anger?

62
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Blocking thoughts
What would it mean to you if you weren’t angry?
“He would be getting away with it”
“I can’t stop being angry until they are punished”
“What happened to me will be forgotten”
“It means I think it’s okay that it happened”
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Anger letter

• Expresses anger, often to perpetrator
• Not usually sent (although could be)
• Can write in session or for homework
• May include decision to move on with own life
• Read out loud in session

64
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Video: Anger Letters
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Flashcard

• This is my circular thinking – image of carousel
• It keeps me stuck and it doesn’t achieve anything
• I want to move on from this and reclaim my life
• What can I do now that is meaningful to me? E.g. play with
my kids, speak to my wife, do some DIY planning

66
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Plans for revenge
Amar
“I want to find him and batter him, so he has the same
pain and damage that he caused me”

• Some patients become preoccupied with plans for revenge

• Assess risk of intent to carry out plans and risk history
• Discuss advantages & disadvantages of seeking revenge
• Identify protective factors and involve significant others
• Focus on rechanneling energy into other more constructive
action, e.g. speaking at police arranged presentations for
offenders
67

Risk to others
•If patients report being irritable, risk often low
•Common fear uncontrollable anger may hurt others
•Normalizing irritability as a symptom of PTSD helpful
•Subgroup of patients occasionally lost control & hit or hurt
others.
•Assess risk including history of outbursts and violence
•Relationship problems may also be consequence
•Additional anger management/control strategies (e.g. Novaco)
helpful
68
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Key anger control strategies
(see Novaco)
1)
2)
3)
4)

Recognize responding to a trauma memory
Learn to identify and discriminate triggers
Identify warning signs that the anger is getting out of control.
Identify actions for when warning signs present (flash card)
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Cognitive techniques
Various treatment techniques can be useful
here including:
ØThe prejudice model
ØContinuum techniques
ØPositive data log
ØCarrying out surveys

70
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Addressing Moral Injury in
CT-PTSD

Oxford Centre for Anxiety Disorders and
Trauma, Department of Experimental
Psychology, University of Oxford
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Background
Perpetrating acts
that break moral or
ethical codes

Moral injury
Shame, selfhandicapping, anger
and demoralisation

Failing to prevent or
witnessing immoral
or unethical acts

Betrayal of ‘what’s
right’ by leaders

PTSD

72
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Overview of key interventions
Therapeutic relationship
Psychoeducation and normalisation
Individualised conceptualisation
Reclaiming/rebuilding your life
Addressing meanings and memories
Reduce maintaining cognitive/behavioural strategies
73

Case conceptualisation
I need to be 100%
perfect all the time
Something
goes wrong
Avoid responsibility night-shifts/working
alone, over-prepare for
every case, ask for help
all the time, don’t tell
people what happened

'I’m
incompetent’
‘I’m not safe
as a doctor’

74
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Addressing distorted appraisals
ØGenerate realistic responsibility appraisals
e.g. guided discovery, pie charts

ØContextualising
to correct hindsight bias – e.g. ‘zooming out’ reliving

ØPsychoeducation on behaviour
e.g. Milgram/Zimbardo - people are capable of harming
others under certain conditions, mental defeat, learned
helplessness, dissociation.

ØSeeking opinions from others
e.g. via surveys, imagery conversations
75

Imagery conversation demo

76
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Acceptance and moving forward perpetration
Where genuine blame and harm done, focus on acceptance and
moving forward.
• Costs/benefits of ongoing self-punishment
• Meaningful change as a more productive alternative e.g.
apologising and making amends:
• In reality – apologising (if possible/appropriate), acts of reparation;
• Symbolically – leaving flowers at grave/site, unsent letter, doing something
to benefit others, committing to living in accordance with values;
• In imagery – apologising in imagery, ‘repairing’ in imagery, images to
represent alternative meanings.
77

Acceptance and moving forward betrayal
• Costs/benefits of ongoing angry rumination
• Meaningful change as a more productive alternative e.g.
expressing anger and seeking retribution:
• Practically e.g. letter of complaint, seeking compensation,
reporting perpetrator to authorities;
• Symbolically e.g. unsent letter, making things better for other
victims;
• In imagery e.g. confronting perpetrator, revenge rescripting.

78
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Further resources

Murray, H., & Ehlers, A. (2021). Cognitive therapy for moral injury in post-traumatic
stress disorder. the Cognitive Behaviour Therapist, 14.
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Working with Permanent
Physical Change in CTPTSD

Oxford Centre for Anxiety Disorders and
Trauma, Department of Experimental
Psychology, University of Oxford

80
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Permanent Physical Change
• Acknowledge losses and empathise
• Information about PTSD symptoms and normalising
• Reclaiming your life assignments (if very depressed, behavioural
activation)
• Work on overgeneralisation:
• What is and what is not permanent? What is possible in the future?
• Would others agree with interpretations about the self?

• Identify what has not changed or can be reclaimed in a different way
• Problem solving re: objective long-term problems, e.g., physical
and financial consequences, losses
• Update trauma memory with new information
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Core concerns with physical injury
Concern
People feel as though they look different, do not have
the same abilities, and will not fit in. They will be
rejected.

1

2

3

Physical injury can create loss of function and this
can make people feel depressed and hopeless
about the future.
Physical injury can make people feel vulnerable and as
though they are more likely to have another traumatic
event.

Typical Safety
Behaviours
Hiding
injuries, social
withdrawal
Giving up
career plans,
withdrawal,
avoidance
Excessive
checking,
avoidance

82
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Concern 1: ‘I look different’

Concern 1:
‘I look different’

Concerns that lead to a fear of
rejection include:
• ‘I look defective’
• ‘I look different,’ and
‘People will stare at me.
They’ll reject me.’

üBehavioural experiments
üVideo and photo feedback
üHow do other people respond to
me?
üMake a survey
üUpdate the trauma memory
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Concern 2: ‘My life is over.’

Concern 2:
‘I feel depressed.
My life is over.’

Questions to consider:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What have you lost?
What does that mean to you?
What will you miss?
What experiences can you bring into your
life to fulfill what you are missing?
What can you do? What has not been lost?
Behavioural experiments
Create updated thoughts on loss
It can also be helpful to incorporate the
updated thoughts on loss (new information)
into the trauma memory

84
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Therapy clip: Working with the appraisal
‘My life is over.’
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Concern 3: ‘I am vulnerable and unsafe.’

Concern 3:
‘I am vulnerable
and unsafe.’

• Focus of attention
• Focusing on danger makes us feel afraid.
Focusing on what is actually happening helps
us feel more at ease.
• Being safe
• When is my checking too much? (If I believed I
was 100% safe, how many times would I need
to do this?)
• Address memory triggers
• Run images on to include being safe now

86
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Case Example: Anna
Situation
Walking outside with one leg

Thoughts Now
I’m vulnerable and unsafe

Safety Behaviours
Checking behind her every few seconds, checking for
danger

Behavioural experiment
Walk in the park without checking for danger every
few seconds.

87
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In Summary
Acknowledge losses and empathise

Consider the 3 main types of appraisals
“I look different” “I don’t fit
in” ‘I’ll be rejected’

Behavioural experiments;
videofeedback; surveys

“I’ve lost everything.” “My
life is over” “I can’t enjoy
anything anymore”

What is the worst meaning?
Introduce experiences to
fulfill what is missing;
behavioural experiments;
cognitive restructuring

“I’m vulnerable and have to
take extra care to be safe.”

Shift focus of attention;
behavioural experiments;
address memory triggers;
imagery
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Working with Loss in CTPTSD

Oxford Centre for Anxiety Disorders and
Trauma, Department of Experimental
Psychology, University of Oxford
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Blocks natural grieving process.
Surviving person can’t move on

PTSD after
Traumatic
Bereavement

Impression that dead person is
“stuck” at time/place of trauma
(nowness of memories, appearance
of dead body, undignified death/
funeral)
Problem with remembering other
memories of the deceased
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Can CT-PTSD be applied?

92
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Yes!
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Trauma Memory
• Intrusive memories of the death predominate
with little access to memories from before
• Hot spots – worst meanings may be linked to
suffering, beliefs that the client could have
done more to prevent the death
• Death by illness – the memory can span many
months and include many worst moments
• Patient may not have been present at the time
of death and the memory may include images
that did or did not happen

94
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Common Appraisals & Cognitive Themes
Appraisals
• The nature of the death
• Responsibility for the death

Cognitive Themes
• Guilt & Self-Blame
• Loss

• Life after loss
• Changed sense of self
• Other people’s responses

• Permanent Change
• Anger
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Unhelpful Strategies to Control Sense of Threat

• Rumination
• Avoidance of the memory, of sharing
the loss
• Proximity-seeking behaviours
• Excessive checking

96
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Overview of Key Interventions
Psychoeducation and normalisation
Rebuilding your life
Working with appraisals, the meanings
Updating memories and images
Reduce maintaining cognitive/behavioural strategies
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Psychoeducation & Normalisation

• PTSD after traumatic bereavement is common
• Normalise emotional reactions including grief, anger, relief
• Show interest in the deceased and the relationship
• Look at photos, family tree, deceased’s relationship with
other people, did they ever disagree
• Acknowledge loss, empathise – helps to normalize distress.
Do not rush into cognitive restructuring or hot spot work
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Rebuilding Life
• Rebuilding life from first session
• Address blocking thoughts to rebuilding life activities
• ‘I shouldn’t be enjoying myself’
• ‘I don’t deserve to sit still or relax’
• ‘All the memories will come flooding in if I stop keeping
myself busy’
• May include behavioural experiments to create new beliefs

about life continuing to have meaning without the deceased
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Working with Appraisals
• Guilt & Self-Blame
• For example, ‘I should have done more to prevent their suicide.’
• Surveys, pie charts, what the patient did that was helpful, imagery
• Anger
• ‘The doctors didn’t give him enough pain relief. They made him suffer.’
• Listening and empathy first, anger letter, cost-benefit analysis
• Permanent Change
• ‘I am permanently changed for the worst.’
• Empathise, consider what is possible in the future, what has not been
lost, what the deceased would want for the patient
• Loss
• ‘They’re gone forever. I’ve lost everything.’
• Meaning of the loved one, taking the meaning forward in imagery, create
continuity, transform loss images
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Appraisals about the deceased still suffering/ not at peace/
dishonoured:
Points to consider
• What are the religious beliefs of your client? Cultural beliefs and
rituals around death.
• What are their thoughts of the afterlife?
• What are their thoughts about the duration of suffering and the
death of their loved one?
• Near Death Video can address fear of continued suffering
• Consult Faith/Community Leaders/Medical Experts/ Police
Reports if meanings around violation of religious/ cultural rules/
circumstances of death
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Updating Memories: General Points
• Elicit meanings of death (e.g., self-blame, regrets about things
said/ not said, life no longer has meaning) and discuss before
memory work
• Imagery important for updating meanings of hot spots
• Often need to discuss beliefs about afterlife and cultural
beliefs about death before updating
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Updating Memories
• Often need to address cognitive themes first
• Narrative writing if the trauma was long (e.g.,
treatment in hospital)
• Update worst moments with new information
• E.g., ‘His contorted face was a reflex. He was not
suffering.’
• Imagery can also help to update worst moments
• e.g., From image of loved one suffering to an
image that represents the loved one is no longer
suffering, at peace, and is always with me.
Duffy & Wild (2017), The Cognitive Behaviour Therapist, 10,
1-19
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Trauma Memory
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Trauma
Memory

Updating
Imagery

Updating
information
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Transforming Distressing Loss Imagery
1

Identify the image
• Eg., "My sister in
the hospital bed
struggling to
breathe."

4

What new image
represents the updated
information?
• Eg., "Picturing the
nurses by her side."

2 What is the meaning
of the image?

3What updates the
meaning?

• E.g., "My sister was
alone and
suffered."

• E.g., “The nurses
were by her side
when she died."

the image to
5 theTransform
new image
• E.g., First picture the
distressing image, then bring
in the new information and
run the image onto the
updated image (nurses next
to Kate).
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Example Linking Imagery to Trauma Memory

Confidential content
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Shifting the Focus

They are not
here
anymore

How can I
take them
with me?
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Video: Identifying Updating Imagery &
Linking to Worst Moment
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Transforming Worst Meanings with Imagery
1 Identify the meaning

2 What did the loved one

of the worst moment

bring out in you? What
did she mean to you?

• Eg., “I am alone, Kate
is gone forever”

• E.g., "So much joy,
positivity, kindness"

4

3 What image

represents her
meaning today?
• E.g., “Sunshine”

Link the image that
represents continuation
to the
relevant worst moment.
E.g., Picture Kate in the
hospital bed then run on to
an image of sunshine
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Imagery: When things have been left unsaid
• Calling to mind a place where the patient enjoyed
time with their loved one
• Is there anything you would like to say to your
loved one?
• Is there anything she would like to say to you?
• Is there anything she needs?
• Is there anything you need?
• Imagery can be used when the loss is conflicted to represent
the best of the person
110
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What image might capture the quality of
happiness?
A patient's husband died four years ago after a sudden
cardiac arrest. The patient's husband loved to sing, was
incredibly positive and happy and made the patient laugh
several times a day.
What she misses most about him is his happy, sunny
nature.
What image might capture the quality of happiness that
she could take forward with her?
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A Client’s Thoughts on CT-PTSD for loss
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In Summary
• CT-PTSD can be used to treat PTSD after traumatic
bereavement
• Address maintaining factors – appraisals, trauma memory,
the unhelpful strategies to control the sense of threat
• Shift focus to transform the belief ‘They are not here
anymore’ to ‘How can I take them with me’
• Imagery is used to transform:
• Painful meanings linked to loss
• Distressing loss imagery
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Addressing Rumination in
CT-PTSD
Oxford Centre for Anxiety Disorders and
Trauma, Department of Experimental
Psychology, University of Oxford
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Rumination
Triggered by
reminders of
the trauma

Can take up a
lot of time

Repetitive
negative
thinking
style

Once it starts,
it is hard to
stop

Can start
voluntarily

Linked to
appraisals of
self-blame,
betrayal or
injustice

The goal is to help patients discover what rumination is, why it’s
unhelpful and how they may disengage from rumination once it
starts… or prevent it from starting in the first place
115

Addressing rumination
1. Distinguish between intrusive memories and rumination
2. Elicit advantages and disadvantages of ruminating
3. Guide clients to discover the effects of ruminating; LABEL rumination
4. Answer ‘Why?’ questions with updating information, if possible
5. Create rumination-free zones or delay rumination
6. Interrupt the cycle of rumination
7. Spot and address triggers for ruminating

The overall goal is to guide clients
to disengage from rumination
116
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1. Distinguish between intrusive memories and
rumination
• Common
• Intrusive memories and rumination are hard to control
• Intrusive memories
• Re-experiencing sensory aspects of the trauma
• Rumination
• Unproductive thinking around the trauma, such as dwelling on
unanswerable questions like ‘Why didn’t I intervene earlier?’
• Train analogy
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2. Elicit advantages & disadvantages of ruminating
• Helps clients to discover that there are many more disadvantages
to advantages.
• Reminding themselves of the disadvantages of rumination once
they spot they are ruminating can often serve as motivation to
disengage from this thinking process
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3. Spotting & Labeling rumination
• ‘Why’ and ‘if only’ thoughts are common signs of ruminating as are ‘should’ thoughts
and questions that lead to no plan or action, ‘unanswerable’ questions
• If a client has been thinking over and over on the same thoughts for more than 30
minutes, it is likely they are ruminating
• As a first step in disengaging from rumination, it can be helpful for clients to label their
rumination
• A label that captures the circular style of ruminating, such as ‘my circular thinking’ ‘my
hamster wheel thinking’ ‘my spaghetti thinking’ are useful
• When client’s spot they are over-thinking, they can label their thinking ‘there goes my
spaghetti thinking’ and then take steps to disengage from rumination
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Discovering the effects of ruminating
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4. Answer why? questions with updating
information
• Rumination is often meaningfully linked to appraisals of self-blame
and betrayal
• Rumination is also common in people who feel wronged by others
(medical trauma, assault etc.). Appraisals may be about that injustice
will not be done or the injustice will be forgotten if they stop thinking
about it and revenge plans
• Can create flashcards with new information to help address
questions such as ‘Why didn’t I do more to prevent the trauma?’ the
client will remind themselves of updating information once they spot
the question has come to mind, label their thinking then take steps
to disengage from their repetitive thoughts
• Updating information for why questions often becomes apparent
during imaginal reliving/narrative writing and hot spot updating
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Using updating information to answer Why?
questions
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Sienna’s Flashcard

Why was I attacked?
It was not my fault. It was a random
act of violence. The attackers were
on drugs and it was likely racially
motivated. I was in the wrong place
at the wrong time.
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5. Create rumination-free zones or delay rumination
• For example, kitchen is a rumination-free zone; can ruminate in the bathroom
• Or, could experiment with delaying rumination once clients spot they are ruminating.
E.g., My time to ruminate is between 7 to 7:30 pm; it’s 3 pm now, I’ll think on this later.
• Often clients discover that they don’t want to over-think when the time comes; agreeing
to delay rumination helps them develop skills in disengaging from rumination
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6. Interrupt the cycle of rumination
• The overall goal is to guide clients to disengage from rumination
• Interrupting the cycle can include:
• Spotting then labeling rumination
• Likely answers developed with updating information to
prominent why questions then trying a reclaiming life activity
• Experimenting with rumination-free zones or delaying
rumination
• Reclaiming life activities
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7. Spot and address triggers for ruminating
• It can be helpful to elicit client’s triggers for ruminating
• Trauma triggers
• Situations (e.g., being at home alone in the evening without plans)
• Feelings (e.g., overwhelmed, exhausted)
• Thoughts (e.g., asking myself ‘why me?’ why?’ self-critical thoughts)
• Behaviours (e.g., putting things off, avoiding people, thinking rather than doing)
• Body sensations (e.g., tense, on edge)
• Then vs Now for trauma triggers
• Clients can intervene at the level of triggers e.g., preventing rumination rather than
interrupting a cycle once it gets going
• Can use reclaiming life activities to respond to triggers
• Spot rumination in session; agree with patients how to interrupt them when this happens
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In Summary: Addressing Rumination
Goal is to help clients
discover
• What rumination is?
• Why it is unhelpful?
• How they may
disengage once it
starts or prevent it
from starting in the
first place

You don’t need to use
all of the rumination
interventions
• Some clients will have
success with just a
few once the harmful
effects of rumination
have been elicited
• Other clients will
benefit from all of the
interventions

Interventions you’ll
most likely need to use:
• Making the distinction
between intrusive
memories
and rumination
• Guiding clients to
discover the effects
of rumination; spot
and label rumination
• Interrupting the cycle
of ruminative
thoughts
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Comorbidity
Oxford Centre for Anxiety Disorders and
Trauma, Department of Experimental
Psychology, University of Oxford
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Comorbidity
• Very common
• Often secondary to PTSD, but history of anxiety
or depression also risk factor
• Cognitive formulation often allows for integration
and economy in intervention.
• Overlapping appraisals and maintaining cognitive
processes and maintaining
• Assess what is the main problem at present
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Panic Attacks
• Interpretations of physiological reactions (incl.
reexperiencing) can lead to vicious cycle of panic.
• Avoidance – check beliefs about what will happen (“I
will be attacked“ or “I will have a heart attack”) to
design behavioural experiments.
• Panic beliefs can interfere with willingness to do
reliving
• If that is the case, often needs to be addressed before
trauma memory work
• Information about trauma memory or assumed
damage to body during trauma often helpful
• Vicious cycle of panic, behavioural experiment
• Set up reliving as experiment
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Depression
• Very common
• Emphasis on reclaiming your life and permanent
change interventions, reducing rumination and
inactivity
• Daily reclaiming your life/ behavioural activation
assignments, therapist takes active role
• Restructure meaning of trauma for view of self
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Suvik case example in
Ehlers & Wild APA case book (2020)
• PTSD following tsunami
• Appraisals connected to not being able to save some other people
“I am a failure” -> depressive symptoms
and via “other people will see this” -> social withdrawal maintains
social anxiety
• ”My uncontrollable memories mean I am losing it”, will not be able
to hold a job -> rumination contributing to depression
-> “other people will see my nerves”, avoidance of social
situations, social anxiety
• Reexperiencing or worry about parents (“my parents will die
unexpectedly” anxiety - > ”I will have a heart attack” -> Panic
attacks -> maintained by resting, cannabis
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